Yasoo Holiday Apartments – Some of Olympiada’s best beaches

The central beach of Olympiada
A long beach (more than one km long) inside the village where you can
get by foot (150 meters from Yasoo Holidays). There are lots of
tavernas, coffee shops and beach bars so you don’t have to carry your
own umbrellas. The water is appropriate for small kids because of the
shallowness of the water. Sporting facilities (beach volley etc).

Sykia beach
A beach under the archaeological site of ancient Stagira. You can get
their by foot or car. It is approximately one km from Yasoo Holiday
Apartments. There aren't any umbrellas or bar in this beach so you have
to get your own, but the crystal clear water and the bay that is
surrounded by trees will amaze you. You should park your car by the
road and walk down to the beach (very easy access).

Kefalas beach
This beach is found about one km away from Olympiada directly below
the hill slope of ancient Stagira. You may enjoy the marvelous
surroundings of the entire area as the slope leads you to a beach
surrounded by olive trees, lots of green and huge rocks in the clear blue
waters. You can get to this beach by a walking path. Not appropriate for
kids because it’s relatively hard to access the beach. You should park
your car by the road and walk down to the beach (not easy access but it
worth the effort).

Proti ammoudia beach
While driving along the national road from Olympiada to Stratoni, you
will see a lot of beautiful beaches either along the road or further away
towards the east. The beach “Proti ammoudia” (means “first beach”) is
actually the first beach you meet and is at a distance of 1500 metres
away from the village. There is a a beach bar with umbrellas and sun
beds. Also, some basic sporting facilities. Not very easy access by car,
quite a lot parking places. Perhaps avoid on weekends.

Toto beach / Vina
2km after Olympiada towards Stratoni, you will see just left next to the
road the beach Vina hidden in the green. There are also beach bars
here. The water is deep on the left side and it becomes shall on the right
side (one of the best places for kids) . Easy access by car, quite a lot
parking places.

Zougla (between Vina and Gourgourou in the map)
4km after Olympiada towards Stratoni, zougla beach is on the left side
of the road down a hill. There is a beach bar along the seaside.
Probably one of the most atmospheric beaches. Not very easy access
by car, not many parking places.

Babylon Beach/Gourgourou.
5 km away from the center of the village. Ideal for small children
because of the shallowness of the water. The beach has a beach bar
with umbrellas and sun beds. Easy access by car, quite a lot parking
places.
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